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GUIDELINE FOR BW ENR OLLED FACTORIES
DATA SHARING WITH SLCP GATEWAY

Guideline for Better Work enrolled factories: Data sharing via
the SLCP Gateway

Latest Issue Date: 27/07/2021
Previous Issue Date: N/A
Distribution: External – BW enrolled factories

Scope and Application
This guideline applies to all BW enrolled factories required/interested in
sharing data via SLCP.
Currently, this guideline is applicable to BW enrolled factories in Bangladesh,
Indonesia and Vietnam who will launch data sharing with SLCP effective 31
May 2021 for Bangladesh and Indonesia and 30 June 2021 for Vietnam
respectively.
This guideline should be read in conjunction with updated FAQs on data
sharing via SLCP in the context of Better Work factory services.

Summary
From above mentioned launch dates, BW will be using a new assessment tool
in Bangladesh, Indonesia and Vietnam. The new tool maintains Better Work’s
monitoring of compliance against ILS and national labour laws as per
agreements with national constituents, but allows Better Work the ability to
share raw data directly with the SLCP-gateway, buyer partners and other
stakeholders. This tool is also embedded in Step 1 of the SLCP tool to
encourage broader usage of tools rooted in laws and ILS across the industry.
The new BW IT platform has the ability transmit data to the SLCP Gateway for
factories that wish to do so. Data sharing via SLCP is voluntary for factories.
The responsibility lies with factories to proactively inform BW that they would
like to share data with SLCP.
Factories interested in making data available via SLCP must take the following
additional steps:
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1) Proactively inform BW that they would like to do so. The country
programme factory registration focal point will then will set up the factory
registration accordingly in the BW platform.
2) Use the link provided through the BW platform to register on the SLCP
Gateway. If factories are accessing the SLCP Gateway via the BW
platform, they will automatically be recognized as BW enrolled factories
and will not be able to select any other SLCP “Verification Body”.
3) Complete the SLCP self-assessment on the BW platform.

Factories not interested or required to share data with SLCP will just have a
regular BW assessment using the new tool as per current practice. Existing
BW enrolled factories will stay on their existing cycle.

Overview of steps to be taken by BW enrolled factories
required/interested in data sharing via SLCP
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A. Factory informs BW that it is interested/required to share data via
SLCP
Factories interested in making data available via SLCP must inform the Better
Work country programme that they would like to do so when they register for
a new cycle.
BW enrolled factories can visit the My Organization Page in the BW Factory

Portal.
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A factory can express interest in data sharing via SLCP by ticking the tick box
(see below). This can be done at any time in the running cycle.

BW enrolled factories will receive an automated notification 2 months prior to the
end of their running cycle to invite them to state their preference regarding
sharing data via SLCP in the next cycle of Better Work factory services. The
notification contains a link to above mentioned page in the BW Factory Portal.

If a factory is new to Better Work, and it has registered with SCLP prior to
joining BW, it should provide their Gateway ID to the country programme and
request that their existing SLCP Gateway profile be linked to their new Better
Work platform account. If a factory is interested to join Better Work, and has
already registered with another SLCP accredited host but has not yet obtained
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an SLCP Gateway ID, it should first enroll in Better Work and then connect
with SLCP via the Better Work platform.
In case the factory wishes to no longer share its data via SLCP, it must contact the
BW country programme registration manager offline.

B. Factory registers in BW Platform
Guidance video: How to Sign Up to the Factory Module (loom.com)
As soon as Better Work has set up the registration of the factory for a new
cycle in its platform, the Factory Manager will receive an email from Better
Work with a link to set up an account for your factory in the Better Work
platform. They should follow the link included in the email.

The link will redirect to a registration page where the factory manager can set
up an account.
Once the registration is done, the user will be redirected to the Factory
Module Dashboard and the factory will be successfully registered in the Better
Work platform.
If the factory does not register on the BW platform prior to the next step, the
SLCP Gateway will not register the factory as enrolled in BW, and BW will not
be able to support data sharing.
C. Factory registers on SLCP Gateway using the link provided by BW
The factory manager completes the factory profile in the BW platform. The
profile must be 100% complete.
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To register on the SLCP Gateway, the Factory Manager must click on the
button named “Connect with SLCP”.
If a factory has earlier registered with SCLP, they can skip this step. Instead,
they should provide their SLCP Gateway ID to the country programme and
request that their existing SLCP Gateway profile be linked to their new Better
Work platform account. Better Work will then manually add their SLCP
registration in its system to support data sharing.
Guidance video: How to Register A Factory with SLCP (loom.com)

The Factory Manager is redirected from the BW platform to the SLCP website
where they will be required to fill in a Facility Information Form and then
submit it for approval.
The Factory Manager must register with the same email address as used for
the BW platform.
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Fill in all the mandatory information, scroll to the top and click on submit. When
done, the Factory Manager will receive an email asking to confirm registration.
Click “Confirm”. The Factory Manager will be directed to the Gateway, where the
Factory Manager will need to complete and save the facility profile information
in order to be allowed to Submit for Approval.

After completing this process, the Factory Manager receives a
Gateway Facility ID. The factory is successfully registered with SLCP in the new
system.

After the Factory Manager profile has been approved by SLCP (this step can
take up to 3 days), they will receive an email with instructions. The Factory
Manager should click on the link (Step 2) to access the BW Platform and log in.
If a factory bypasses the BW platform and registers directly with SLCP without
using the provided link, BW will not be able to support data sharing.
Factories will still be able to cancel data sharing via SLCP at a later time.
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BW enrolled factories will not need to register with other SLCP accredited hosts.

D. Complete Profile
In the factory module of the BW platform, the Factory Manager must complete
all fields under “Profile Info” and sign the Terms and conditions (signature is on
an annual basis).
The Factory Manager must complete all fields under “Profile Info” and sign the
Terms and conditions (signature is on an annual basis).





Go to the Profile info section and click on “Edit”.
Read the Terms & Conditions and click on “Sign”.
Click on “Save”.
If all the data is filled in, a banner at the top of the page will appear
stating that the Profile is 100% complete.
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E. Populate the SLCP self-assessment on the BW platform.
After BW has activated the service cycle on the BW platform, the factory
manager can initiate the self-assessment.
Factories supplying to an SLCP signatory are required by the brand and SLCP to
complete a self-assessment. BW is allowing self-assessments to be completed
on the BW platform to support factories in meeting this requirement, although
it is not a requirement for Better Work.
Better Work encourages and facilitates the bipartite committee to take
leadership in filling in the SLCP self-assessment so that it represents the joint
views of workers and managers, with a focus on key questions on OSH, social
dialogue, industrial relations and grievance systems, and on ensuring worker
perspectives are incorporated. Questions that should be prioritized for bipartite
dialogue are highlighted on the BW platform.
The designated BW enterprise advisor supports bipartite committees by
building their capacity and facilitating social dialogue between management
and worker representatives so they are able to jointly review self-assessment
questions before the Factory Manager populates these on the platform.
Following the self-assessment and BW compliance assessment, BW continues
to support the bipartite committee in managing improvement and remediation
plans to address non-compliance issues.
Guidance video: How to Start a Self-Assessment in the Factory Module
(loom.com)
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To populate the self-assessment on the BW platform, the Factory Manager goes
to the Assessments section on the left hand side and selects the cycle that has
been created by BW.

Click on the current cycle. You will see all the sections you need to complete in
order to fulfill the assessment.
A list of sections will be displayed. Each section is composed of subsections.
The Factory Manager can click on a section and decide which subsection to
edit. Inside the subsection, they can address all the questions. Answer and
submit each question one by one.
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The system will allow the Factory Manager to add comments (optional) before
submitting them. Whenever submitting an answer, the platform will
automatically direct the Factory Manager to the next question until every
subsection of all sections has been covered.

Every time the Factory Manager clicks on a question, the page will display the
question title and two fields: one for the answer and one for additional
comments.
The Factory Manager should answer the question, if necessary, provide a
comment, and click on Submit.
When a valid answer is provided, the Submit button becomes green and the
page will load the next question.
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F. Submit the self-assessment on the BW platform.
To submit the complete assessment: click on the Submit button.
As per the business rules of SLCP and its signatories, the Factory Manager will
be required to continue answering the questions until the assessment
completion is at least at 95%. Better Work recommends completion at 100%.
A mandatory SLCP requirement is that the Facility Profile section must be fully
completed. Please note that in case the Factory Manager has not completed
this section, they will not be able to submit the assessment even if 95% of the
questions has been completed.
After the Factory Manager has submitted the self-assessment, BW will conduct
the compliance assessment according to its regular process.
After BW has completed the Assessment, the report will be released following
the regular time frame for BW assessment reporting (28 days).
Following the release of the BW compliance assessment report, BW will
transmit SLCP self-assessment data populated by the factory, and data from
the BW compliance assessment to the SLCP Gateway for factories that have
completed the needed steps (see above).
After 15 days following the release of the BW assessment report, the data is
validated by SLCP and data sharing via the SLCP Gateway is enabled.
Following the assessment, BW continues to provide advisory and training
services to the factory to support remediation and continuous improvement
through a process of social dialogue within a bipartite committee of workers
and managers overseeing compliance. Any new issues found in these
engagements will be shared with the bipartite committee and be reflected on
Better Work improvement plans through the online Portal.

